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In [9] the restriction functor was shown to be an equivalence between the 
categories of &tale coverings over a scheme and over its fixed point scheme 
under an additive group action. The result can be viewed as a statement about 
the inclusion morphism of the fixed point subscheme and its proof as 
depending on a reduction to the trivial case of a scheme with a dense orbit. 
The first section of this paper deals with the question of finding properties of 
morphisms that can be established in this kind of way, and the remaining 
three sections deal with some of the immediate applications. 
The properties of a morphism f  that are considered in Sections 2-4 include 
inducing equivalences of categories of coverings (topological or Ctale), inducing 
isomorphisms of cohomology up to a given dimension, and having source and 
target with equal Euler-PoincarC characteristics. Because of the variety of 
these properties and their dependence on differing cohomology theories they 
are axiomatized in the first section and uniformly described as sets fl of based 
morphisms satisfying certain conditions A, B, C, or C. A preliminary 
version of the basic theorem of Section 1 would now state that if X is a scheme 
with a group action, f  is a morphism into X, and P is a property satisfying 
these conditions, thenf has the property P provided that for every orbit W 
of X the induced morphismfp: f-‘(W) - W into its closure w has the prop- 
erty P; for example, f  induces isomorphisms of cohomology up to a given 
dimension if the same is true of the morphisms fr . However, the group 
action on S is used only to provide a covering of X by the closures of its 
orbits (provinces in the terminology of Sect. I), and the final version of the 
basic theorem is stated with the group action on X replaced by a family of 
closed sets having the relevant properties. 
Sections 2 and 3 are principally concerned with solvable group actions, 
in particular, with finding the fundamental group and cohomology groups of a 
scheme with a connected solvable group action. For example, in Section 2 it 
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is shown that the main theorem of [9] also holds for the topological 
fundamental group, and in Section 3 it is shown that the fundamental group 
(topological or Ctale) of a proper scheme with a torus action is isomorphic 
to that of the subscheme remaining after deleting points whose orbits have 
dimension at least three. The details of the extension of these results to higher 
cohomology are given in Theorem 3.2. 
The last section concerns the Euler-Poincare characteristic of schemes with 
a torus action. For a scheme over an algebraically closed field this charac- 
teristic is an integer and according to [2] it is equal to that of the fixed point 
scheme. For a nonalgebraically closed field the Euler-Poincare characteristic 
is a representation of the Galois group and this equality need not hold. 
Proposition 4.2 gives conditions on a torus for the equality to hold, for 
example, whenever the ground field contains all roots of unity or if the ground 
field is real and the torus is a product of twisted one-dimensional tori. 
1. THE BASIC THEOREM 
Let w be a set of fields. Call a point with values in a field belonging to w an 
w-point, a scheme over a field in w an w-scheme, a fiber over an w-point, 
an w-fiber, etc. A field and its one point scheme are denoted by the same 
symbol. 
Let S be a scheme and X a separated S-scheme of finite type over S. The 
immediate object is to introduce two classes of coverings of the w-fibers of iX 
by closed sets. Suppose that for each w-point s: K-t 5’ of 5’ there is given a 
covering of the fiber X, by a family F,? of closed subschemes and these 
coverings are compatible : j*FS C Ft if t = sj. Denote this system of coverings 
by F. A subscheme of a fiber X,? is said to be F-closed if it is closed and set 
theoretically a union (possibly infinite) of members of F,; a subscheme of X,? 
is said to be an F-province over s (or just a province) if it is F-closed, reduced, 
and it is not a union (possibly infinite) of F-closed subschemes whose under- 
lying spaces are proper subsets. Subject F to the further condition that any 
intersection of F-closed subschemes of any fiber X,q is an F-closed subscheme. 
Then the system F is said to be pivoted if for every fiber X, and every F-closed 
reduced subscheme W of X, that is not a province there exists a closed 
subscheme W’ of W x PK (being the projective line over K) such that the 
projection f: W’ + W is birational and for each w-point t: L - PK the 
fiber W,’ is an F-closed proper subscheme of W @L (“proper” is used with 
“subscheme” in the set theoretical sense). If, in addition, there exists an 
F-closed subscheme of W with a nonempty complement over which f  is 
biregular then F is said to be strongly pivoted. It is clear that if Y is a subscheme 
of X whose w-fibers are F-closed then the restriction to Y of a (strongly) 
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pivoted system is (strongly) pivoted, in particular this is the case if YV is the 
underlying reduced subscheme Xred of X7. 
An example of a strongly pivoted system arises from an S-group G of 
finite type acting on X. Take F,? to be the family of G,-invariant closed 
subschemes of X,< for each w-point s. To see that F is pivoted choose any 
closed GA-invariant subscheme of X, whose underlying reduced scheme W is 
not a province. From [ 11, Theorem 21 W contains a dense open subscheme C,‘- 
for which an “orbit variety” (in the sense of that paper) exists. Since Wis not a 
province, this orbit variety has at least two points. So W carries a non- 
constant invariant memomorphic function with dense domain, and taking 
W’ to be the closure of its graph in W x PK shows that F is pivoted. Further, 
since the set of points belonging to W over which W’- W is biregular 
contains an invariant open subset, the system is strongly pivoted. 
Another example is obtained from a pencil of hyperplane sections. The 
family F,< consists of the hyperplane sections of x’,< and its axis. It is also easy 
to construct pivoted systems that are not strongly pivoted. 
Fix a base scheme J and assume that all schemes are given as j-schemes; 
in particular an w-scheme will mean a J-scheme lying over some w-point of J. 
A based morphism g: Y/S ---, X/S in the category of j-schemes with Y, X 
separated and of finite type over S is called a triangle. If  2 is a subscheme of 
X then g, denotes the pullback of g to % and if S: K + S is a point of S 
then g, denotes the pullback over K. Now let @ be a family of triangles 
satisfying either of the conditions: (i) every triangle of w-schemes is in @; or 
(ii) every triangle of proper w-schemes is in @, and if g: Y/S - X/S is in CD 
then the w-fibers of I’, X over S are proper. For any set /I of triangles define 
A(co, @) (A’(w, @)) to be the set of those triangles g in @ such that for some 
(strongly) pivoted system F and for every w-point s of S and F-province IV 
over s the triangle g,?,, belongs to A. The basic theorem is concerned with 
finding conditions on /l ensuring that AC (1 or & C/l (A(w, @) is 
abbreviated to A, etc.). 
It is always assumed that @, fl are each closed under equivalence and that 
each of them contains all the trivial triangles Y/S+ X/S with X, I’ empty. 
The conditions on /l that occur are as follows. 
A. If g E Q, and g,? : Y/K - A7jK is in A for all w-points s: K - S, then 
‘YEA. 
B. Ifg E A, S is a proper T-scheme and T is an w-scheme of finite type, 
then the triangle Y/T---f X/T obtained from g by composing with S - T is in A. 
C. If  K is in w, f : X’ - X is a proper surjective K-morphism of K-schemes 
of finite type, and g: Y/K - X/K- is a triangle, then g E A provided that the 
pullbacks f ‘“j(g) of g by the i-fold products f ci) : (X’/X)i + X are in A for all 
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z > 1 ((X’/X)i is the product X’ xx X’ xx ... xx X’ up to i factors as a 
K-scheme). 
C”. I f  K is in w, f : X’- X is a proper surjective K-morphism of K-schemes 
of finite type, and g: Y/K ---f X/K is a triangle, then g E A provided f (g) is in A 
and there exists a closed subscheme V of X such that fred is biregular over X -- V 
and g, , fy(gy) are in A. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a subset of @ satisfying A, B, and C (C’). Then 
A(w, @) c A (P(w, @) c A). 
Proof. Let g: Y/S + X/S belong to /l(fl’). So X has a (strongly) pivoted 
system F such that for each w-point s of S and any province W over s the 
morphism g,,, is in fl. It follows that g, E /l(fl”) for each w-point s of S. So 
in view of A, it is sufficient to prove the theorem when S is some field Kin w. 
Further, taking f to be the canonical mapping X,,, + X and applying C(C) 
shows that X can be assumed to be reduced. We now prove the result by 
induction on dim X and the number of irreducible components of X over the 
algebraic closure of K. 
If  X is a province theng E /l by hypothesis. So we may assume the contrary 
and choose a subscheme X’ of X x P (P = PK) so that the projection 
f : X’ + X is birational and for each w-point t: L -+ P, X,’ is an F-closed 
proper subscheme of X @L. Consider the diagram of morphisms 
xc x-t P 
induced by the product projections. 
Suppose now that C holds and g E d To prove that g E fl, it is sufficient to 
show fci)(g) (i 3 1) are in fl. Let pi: (X’/X)i - (P/K)i be the projection 
induced from X’ ---f P, and consider f ti)(g) as a morphism over (P/K)i. In 
view of A, B it is sufficient to show that f o)(g), is in fl for any w-point s 
of (P/K)i. The fiber pi,s of pi over s is an intersection of w-fibers of X’jP, 
and hence it is an F-closed subscheme W of X @L, where L is the field of 
values of s. Moreover, f u)(g) is equivalent to (g @JL)~ . Since W is an 
F-closed proper subscheme of X @L we may apply the induction hypothesis 
and conclude that f ti)(g), is in A. 
Finally, suppose that C” holds and g E 2. Then there exists an F-closed 
proper subscheme V of X such that f is biregular over X - V. From the 
previous paragraph, f(g) is in A. Further, by the induction hypothesis g, 
is in (1. Let I” = f -‘( V). The fiber Vs’ of V’ over an w-point s: L - P is an 
F-closed proper subscheme of X @L. So by the induction hypothesis, we 
conclude that fv(gv) is in A. It now follows from Cs that g is in A. 
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2. EQuIv.4LwcE 0~ COVERINGS 
Let E be a subcategory of the category of schemes over the base scheme J 
containing any morphism g: Y 4 X in which I’, X are w-schemes of finite 
type. Let F be a category with a given fibering over E [S, p. 18; 6, p. 121. 
A cleavage of F/E determines for each morphism g: Y + X a pullback 
functor g* : F x -+ F, between the subcategories of F whose morphisms map 
to the identities of X, Y. Define A,(E) (e 1 0, 1, 2) to be the sets of triangles 
g: Y/S - X/S of E such that g* is faithful, fully faithful, an equivalence, 
respectively. Note that /l,(E) IS independent of the choice of cleavage and 
that B is always satisfied. Descent theory shows at once that 
LEMMA 2.1. If any proper morphism of K-schemes of finite type with R in w 
is of F-u-descent, then /l,(E) satisfies C. 
Consider now two special cases where F is a category of coverings. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) Take the base scheme / to be Z, w to be the algebraically 
closed jelds, @ to be the farnib! of triangles Y/S ---f S/S of schemes with I-, S 
finitely presented and proper over S, E to be the category of schemes and F to be 
Et, the category of etale coverings of schemes. Then A&Et) satisfies A, B, C. 
(ii) Take J = @, w := {C), @ to be the family of triangles Y/S --+ XjS 
with S of finite type over C and I’, X proper over S, E to be the category of 
C-schemes of Jinite type, and F to be Top, the category of topological coverings 
of C-schemes of finite type. Then fl,(Top) satisfies A, B, C. 
Proof. (i) A follows from [9, 1.41. Any surjective proper morphism of 
K-schemes of finite type is an effective morphism of descent for etale coverings 
[7, IX, 4.121, so Lemma 2.1 shows that C is satisfied. 
(ii) C follows from Lemma 2.1 since any proper surjective C-morphism 
of C-schemes of finite type is of effective descent for topological coverings 
(since the image of a proper mapping has the quotient topology), and it 
remains to verify A. 
Let g: Y - X be a morphism of proper S-schemes such that g G @ and 
x,- E /l,(Top) for all @-valued points s of S. From the triangulation theorem 
for analytic spaces [IO] and the properties of regular neighborhoods, it 
follows that each point s has an open neighborhood whose inverse images 
in X, Y are contained in neighborhoods of X, , Y, with these fibers as 
deformation retracts. Since the property g E rl,(Top) is local for the classical 
topology on S, this shows that /l,(Top) satisfies A. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Let G be the additive group over a base scheme S and let 
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G act on a proper andjnitely presented S-scheme X. Then the embedding of the 
$xed point scheme XG into X induces an equivalence of their categories of &tale 
coverings, and, if S is of finite type over 62, of topological coverings. 
Proof. From Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient to show that the embedding 
belongs to /I,(U) ( w all fields) or &(Top) (w = {C}). This is immediate 
since the provinces of an additive group action are either points or rational 
curves without crossings [9, Sect. 31, and so simply-connected for ktale or 
topological coverings. 
3. HIGHER COHOMOLOGY AND SOLVABLE GROUP ACTION 
We consider only Ctale cohomology with coefficients in an abelian torsion 
sheaf. However, it will be clear that a similar theorem holds for any coho- 
mology theory with a Leray spectral sequence, the proper base-change 
theorem and Deligne’s “spectral sequence of descent” [3, p. 161, e.g., 1-adic 
cohomology. The special case of the spectral sequence of descent used here 
is as follows. Let f:  X’ + X be a surjective proper morphism and F an 
abelian torsion sheaf for the &ale site on X. Let Hi(F) be the presheaf on the 
category of X-schemes defined by Hi(F)(Z) = Hi(Z,Fz), where F, is the 
inverse image of F on Z. Then the hypercohomology of the semisimplicial 
complex (xl/X)’ determined by the sequence of fiber products (X’/X)i gives 
a spectral sequence 
Hp((X’/X)‘, H(F’z)) a H”(X, F). 
THEOREM 3.1. Take w to be the set of algebraically closed jields over J, 
and CD to be the trianglesg: Y/S --t X/S with X, Yproper over S. Let 8: E---f F 
be a homomorphism of abelian torsion sheaves on the etale site of J, and let 
Hi(g, t?) denote the homomorphism Hi(X, Ex) -+ Hi(Y, FY) induced by g, 0. 
Let n be a natural number. 
(i) The family of triangles such that Hi(g, 0) (i < n) are isomorphisms 
satisfies A, B, C. 
(ii) The family A of triangles such that Hi(g, 0) (i < n) are isomorphisms 
and Hn(g, 0) is a monomorphism satisjies A, B, C. 
Proof. We prove only (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. B is clear. To verify 
A let g: Y -+ X be a morphism of proper S-schemes such that H”(g,9, 8) 
(q < n) are isomorphisms for all geometric points s of S and let 5,~ be the 
structural morphisms of X, Y. The proper base-change theorem [ 1, Theorem 
2, XII] shows that g, 6’ induce isomorphisms Rq[,E,+ Rgq*Fy (q 5; n) 
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and so isomorphisms of the &Y-terms (a < E) of the Leray spectral sequences 
of 5,~. A comparison theorem [12] now shows that @(g, 19) is an isomorphism 
for i <G n. 
C follows similarly with the spectral sequence of Leray replaced by that 
of descent. 
We now apply this to a scheme with a solvable group acting. First, let 
k be a field, X be a proper h-scheme, and G be a k-group of finite type acting 
on X. By Chevalley’s upper semicontinuity theorem, the points of X whose 
stabilizers have codimension at most i determine a closed reduced subscheme 
Xi of S. So the nest 
x0 c x1 c ... c x,. = s (Y = dim G) 
of closed subschemes has the property that the orbits of points in X, - X,-i 
have dimension i. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let H denote etale colzomology with coefficients in some 
fixed abelian torsion group A. 
(i) Suppose that G @ k (k the algebraic closure of k) has a normal series 
whose factors are isomorphic to the additive group scheme of k. Then the inclusion 
Xi C X induces isomorphisms 
H’(X) g H’(X,), r c< 2i+ 1. 
If A is a p-group and p is the characteristic of k, then the isomorphisms hold for 
all r. 
(ii) Suppose that G @ k zs a torus. Then the inclusion Xi C X induces 
isomorphisms 
H’(X) s H’(X,), r < i, 
and a monomorphism 
Hi(X) -+ Hi(X<). 
Further, the functor Et X - Et Xi between the categories of &ale coverings is 
an equivalence for i > 1 andfully faithfulfor i = 1. 
Proof. (i) It is sufficient to prove this when X = Xi+r . In view of 
Theorems 1.1, 3.1, we may also assume that X is a province and k is algebrai- 
cally closed. Then X - Xi = ki+l and since the cohomology groups HCr(ki+l) 
with compact support vanish for Y < 2i + 1 and for all r if A is ap-group, the 
isomorphisms follow at once from the cohomology sequence of the pair 
(X, Xi) when Y .< 2i. Moreover, since H,2i+‘(ki+l) + k?+*(X) is an isomor- 
phism (by dimensional considerations) the cohomology sequence gives the 
remaining isomorphism also. 
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(ii) As in the case of the additive group, the cohomology statement 
follows from the vanishing of H,‘((k,,)i+l) for Y < i, where k, is the multi- 
plicative group scheme of k. 
Consider now the category of &ale coverings and note first of all that 
Et X--f Et X0 is always faithful (by the result for HO). In view of Theorems 
1.1 and 2.2 we may assume that k is algebraically closed and X is a province. 
So it is sufficient to prove : 
LEMMA. (i) Let X be a proper k-scheme with a closed subscheme Xl such 
that X - X, = (k,)2. Then Et X---f Et X, is fully faithful. 
(ii) Let X be a proper k-scheme that is a province of T = (k,J3. Then 
Et X - Et X2 is an equivalence. 
Proof. (i) The normalizationf : Y -+ X is biregular over X - X1 = (k,,J2. 
Put Y1 = f -‘(X1). Since Y xx Y - Y1 xx Y1 = (k,,$, every connected 
componentofYx,YmeetsY,x,Y,.SoEtYx,Y+EtY,x,Y,is 
faithful and descent theory shows that Et X --z Et X, is fully faithful provided 
Et Y -+Et Y, is also. But Y being a normal rational variety, it is simply 
connected [7, XI, I.21 and the result follows. 
(ii) We may assume X # X, . Let T’ be a subtorus of T with codimen- 
sion 1 and choose on X a nonconstant T’-equivariant meromorphic function f. 
The one-dimensional subspace generated by f in the field of meromorphic 
functions is invariant under T and we extend the action of Ton this subspace 
to an action on the projective line P. The closure of the graph off in X x P 
is now a T-invariant subscheme Y and so we obtain equivariant morphisms 
XtY+P. 
By descent theory, Et X--f Et X, is an equivalence provided Et Y + Et Ii2 
is an equivalence, Et Y xx Y + Et Y2 xx Yz is fully faithful, and 
Et Y xx Y xx Y--f Et Y, xx Y, xx Yz is faithful. The second and third 
follow from the case i = 1 that has just been proved. So it remains to prove 
the first. 
Again from the case i = 1 the functor Et Y + Et Y2 is fully faithful so we 
only have to show that an &ale covering 2’ of Y2 extends to one of Y. Consider 
the diagram 
Y2 + Y 
1 I 
P=P 
Let x denote a point of P, Y, the fiber of Y over x, etc. Let R, be the local ring 
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of x and R, be its completion. From (i), the functors Et 1, --f Et YzJ are 
fully faithful and so from [9, 1.41 Yz + Y is universally J-connected relative 
to P (i.e., Et I’ xp S-Et Ya xp S is fully faithful for any base change 
S + P). Suppose now that x is one of the two fixed points 0, co of P. Then 
YtL == T:, and by [7, IX, 1.81 
Et(Y @ R,) g Et Y, = Et Yzs z Et(Y, @ R,). 
So Z’ @) R,. extends to a covering Zp of I’ @j 8,. Since Z’ @ R, descends 
to Z’ @ R, it has a descent datum. The universal +connectedness of Yz --f I’ 
relative to P shows that this gives a descent datum for Z,. Descent theory for 
faithfully flat morphisms [7, IX, 4.11 now shows that Z, descends to an etale 
covering Z- of Y @ R, extending Z’ @ R, . It follows that x has a Zariski 
open neighborhood Lr,, for which there is an &ale covering Z(%) of II xp CrJ 
extending Z’ [ 1; xp U, . Since Y, ----, Y is universally &connected relative 
to P, the two coverings Z(O), Z(“) are isomorphic over Y x p (U, n U,). So Z’ 
has an extension Z+ over Y xp U for some open set U containing 0, co. 
Finally, since T is transitive on P - (0, F) and 1’1 - Y is universally 
$-connected relative to P, it follows that Z+ extends to an Ctale covering Z of Y. 
4. EQUALITY OF EUI.ER-POINCARI! CHARACTERISTICS 
In this section, the term sheaf is used to mean a constructible QI-sheaf on 
an ttale site. However, it will again be clear that a result similar to Theorem 4. I 
will hold for other categories of sheaves e.g., constructible sheaves of 
R-modules for some fixed finite ring R. 
Let p: X - S be a finitely presented compactifiable morphism and F 
a sheaf on _y. The direct images (R!gv)F with compact support are sheaves 
in our sense (c.f. [S, Sect. 2.21) and provided they vanish for q sufficiently 
large the Euler-PoincarC characteristic x(X/S, F) is the element of the 
Grothendieck group of sheaves on S defined by 
x(X/S, F) = c (- l)*(R&)F. 
In particular, x(X/S, F) is defined if S is noetherian. 
THEOREM 4. I. Take w to be the set of fields over the base scheme J, CD to be 
the triangles Y/S - X/S with S noetherian, and Y, X S-compactifable and 
finitely presented over S. Let E, F be sheaves on J. Then the family A of triangles 
such that 
x( Y/S, F,.) :.y= x(X/S, Ex), 
where E, denotes the inverse image of E on X, satisfies A, B, C”. 
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Proof. The Leray spectral sequence shows that B is satisfied. 
To show that A holds let g : Y - X be an S-morphism of S-compactifiable 
schemes with S noetherian, and suppose that g, E (1 for each w-point s of S. 
Choose s to be an w-point whose image in S is generic. Then 
and so for some Zariski open set U of S 
x(Y xs ulU,F,) = x(X xs u/u,F,). 
The additivity of x together with neotherian induction on the family of closed 
sets of S show that A holds. 
Last let f ,  g satisfy the conditions of C”, and let V’ = V xx X’, Y’ := 
I7 xx X’. Abbreviate x(X/K, E,) to x(X), etc. Then the conditions that 
f(g),f&5), gv are in fl give 
X(k”) = x(x”), x(Y xx V’) = x(V’), xv xx V) = x(V. 
Since fred is biregular over the complement of V, 
and 
x(-v - x(V = xv-) - x(V) 
x(Y’) - x(Y xx V’) = x(Y) - ,?((I’ x,r V). 
It follows that x(X) = x(Y). 
As an application, consider the action of a torus T over a field k on a 
separated k-scheme X of finite type. Let XT be the fixed point scheme of the 
action. We wish to obtain conditions on T for the equality of the Euler- 
PoincarC characteristics x(X/k), x(Xr/k) wi tl 1 coefficients in the constant sheaf 
Q, with I prime to the characteristic of Fz; if R is algebraically closed, then 
equality always holds (as has been shown in [2]). As in Section 3, let Xi be the 
reduced subscheme of X whose orbits have dimension at most i. Then we 
have to show that x(X,/R) and x(XI,_,/F2) are equal for i > 0. In view of 
Theorems 1.1, 4.1, it is sufficient to prove this for the provinces of Xi . Since 
Euler-PoincarC characteristic is additive, this is equivalent to showing for any 
i-dimensional province W over any extension K of K, X( W - W,-,/K) == 0. 
But W - W_, is just an orbit so we have proved : 
PROPOSITION 4.2. x(X/k) = x(XT/k) if x(T’/K) = 0 for anv nontrivial 
quotient T’ of T ouer any extension K of k. 
To find the tori T satisfying this condition, first recall how they arc 
classified [4, X, Sect. 11. There exists a finite Galois extension k’ for which 
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T @ R’ splits. The Galois group G(k’/K) acts on T @ K’ compatibly with 
its action on k’ and T is obtained by descent from T @ k’. Conversely, if 
K is the separable closure of K, then any action of G(K/K) on a split torus over 
K compatible with its action on K agreeing with the standard action for a 
subgroup of finite index gives rise by descent to a torus over K. The 
Ql-cohomology of T is to be interpreted as that of T @ K together with the 
action of G(K/k) induced from T @ k. 
Let V, be the character group of the split torus T @ K. I’, is isomorphic 
with P where Y = dim T. The groups of automorphisms of T and V, may 
be identified. So T corresponds to an action of G(K/k) on V, that factors 
through a finite quotient of G(K/k). Let p be the Z-group of the roots of unity 
in K. The group Horn& O/Z) is isomorphic to .Z!r and has an action of 
F(K/k) induced from CL. So tensoring with Qe2 gives a one-dimensional Z-adic 
representation U of G(K/k). Let 0, be the exterior algebra of V, @ U. Then 
the QL-cohomology of T with compact support is given as a G(K/k)-module 
by 
P(T/k) s O;-’ @ WT. 
Character theory now shows: 
LEMMA 4.3. x(T/k) = 0 if every element of G(K/k) fixes some nonzero 
vector in V, @ U. 
In particular, we have a first corollary to 4.2 : 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. If k contains all roots of unity of order a power of 1 and 
T is a split torus over k, then x(X/k) = x(XT/k). 
Secondly, take k = lR and T to be the twisted l-dimensional torus over IQ. 
So T@@=C,, the multiplicative group scheme of @, VT = Z, and 
conjugation induces multiplication by -1 on Z. Since conjugation inverts 
the roots of unity, it also acts on U (= Q,) by multiplication by -1. So 
VT @ U is the trivial representation and x(T/R) = 0. Any quotient of a 
product of such tori is also a product of them, so we have a second corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.2.2. If k = [w and T is a product of twisted l-dimensional 
tori over R, then x(X/R) = x(XT/R). 
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